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The SMITH Thrills & Spills  Timed Descent is a special stage, where racers have a chance at winning cold hard cash! 

At each race throughout the season, @Mikey_Coulter, CNES representative and videographer, will be on the 
search for a rider who has experienced the wildest Thrills and Spills of the stage. Mikey is armed with $75 for the 

man and woman who needs a little extra encouragement! 
So how do you win!? At each race look for the stage with the SMITH archways, these stages are all about the 

Thrills & Spills, and are designed to not necessarily test your speed, but to add a different level of fun at each event. 
Before, after and during this stage, @Mikey_Coulter, may surprise you with some love, so make sure you get well 

acquainted with him and tell him your story! 
 
 

RULES AND PROCESS 
PARTICIPANTS 

● Anyone who has a valid race entry is considered eligible.  
● Pro Men and Women are excluded  

EQUIPMENT 
● Valid Result > DNFs are acceptable, DNS’s are not considered. 

GAME PROCESS 
1. Participant must race the stage. 
2. Participant must be physically present at awards ceremony to claim prize. 

RULES 
1. No outside assistance 
2. Participant must race stage and have valid race registration 
3. Only one prize per person, per event year 
4. Non-cash prizes are not redeemable for any cash value 

PRIZE SCHEDULE 
Fraser Valley $75 Men, $75 Women,  
Kamloops $75 Men, $75 Women,  
Revelstoke $75 Men, $75 Women, 
Blue Mountain  $75 Men, $75 Women > No @Mikey_Coulter 
Panorama $75 Men, $75 Women, 
Camp Fortune $75 Men, $75 Women > No @Mikey_Coulter 
Crowsnest Pass $75 Men, $75 Women > No @Mikey_Coulter 
 
COLLECTION OF PRIZING 
You will be given $75 cash, onsite (not redeemable for any other product or prize) 

● You must post one photo on IG tagging @smithoptics and @canadian_enduro_series 
● Post using hashtags #SMITHisMTB and #SMITHthrillsspills 
● You agree to be featured in the Post Race Recap 
● You must hold a SMITH Flag in the photo when accepting cash prize (for the photo op) 
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